The 1990s And Beyond
timeline of the 1990s, last hurrah of the 20th-century - the 1990s were a relatively peaceful time of
prosperity. for most of the 1990s, bill clinton was president, the first baby boomer to live in the white house as
the commander-in-chief. the berlin wall, the prime symbol of the cold war, fell in november 1989, and germany
was reunited in 1990 after 45 years of separation. the 1990s - statepatrol.ohio - the decade of the 1990s
was a time of continued escalation in several law enforcement efforts, including impaired driving enforcement
and drug arrests. arrests were up and fatalities were down, and the division put to good use confiscat-ed
property from drug seizures, including drug money that purchased training and equipment. diminishing
returns: crime and incarceration in the 1990s - diminishing returns: crime and incarceration in the 1990s
we figured out what to do with criminals. innovations in policing helped, but the key insight was an old one:
lock’em up. charles murray , american enterprise institute. 1 putting people in prison is the single most
important thing we’ve done [to decrease crime]. what did the 1990s welfare reform accomplish? - the
late 1990s. sanctions. not only did states encourage women to work, they also enacted sanctions, enforcing
benefit losses on women who did not participate in state-required programs. sanctions were imposed most
often for non-compliance with work programs, but could be imposed on recipients for not following any of the
state’s requirements. trade policies in the 1990s and the poorest countries - the 1990s. their export
growth accelerated during the 1990s, and kept pace with the 6 percent per year expansion of world trade in
volume terms. however, average per capita growth rates in developing countries as a group remained well
below those of the rich countries in the 1990s. though the giant low-income countries china and india
embarked ... work and family in the 1990s - ucla - work and family in the 1990s this review highlights four
themes emerging from the work and family literature of the 1990s. the ﬁrst theme evolves from the historical
legacy of the maternal employment literature with its focus on children’s well-being. the second theme, work
so-cialization, is based on the premise that occupa- mexico in the 1990s: the main cross-sectional facts mexico in the 1990s: the main cross-sectional facts chiara binelliyand orazio attanasioz this draft: april 2009.
abstract we describe the main cross-sectional facts on individual and household earnings, labor supply,
income, consumption and wealth in mexico in the decade of the 1990s. we use two di⁄erent data
understanding why crime fell in the 1990s: four factors ... - understanding why crime fell in the 1990s:
four factors that explain the decline and six that do not steven d. levitt c rime fell sharply in the united states
in the 1990s, in all categories of inflation by the decades: 1990s - cato institute - inflation by the
decades: 1990s by: steve h. hanke & nicholas krus johns hopkins institute for applied economics, global health
& the study of business enterprise. about the project inflation by the decades provides inflation rate rankings
for countries all across the world. these inflation rates are pro- earnings and employment trends in the
1990s - u.s. bureau ... - earnings and employment trends in the 1990s randy e. ilg and steven e. haugen are
economists in the division of labor force statistics, bureau of labor statistics. robust employment growth in
high- and low-paying job categories was not accompanied by large wage gains; there was no apparent
increase in overall earnings dispersion during the ... american economic policy in the 1990’s - brookings
- the reader may wonder if the subject of american economic policy in the 1990s is the years 1991-2000, or
the clinton administration per se (1993-2000). the answer is that it examines both. comparing 50 years of
labor productivity in u.s. and ... - during the 1990s. this is different from most of the other countries in this
article, for which productivity increases slowed over time. the growth in u.s. labor productivity was
accompanied by relative stability in manufacturing employment and hours worked, in contrast to most other
countries, where manufacturing employment and hours declined. overview and inventory of state
education reforms: 1990 to ... - overview and inventory of state education reforms: 1990 to 2000
standards, assessment, and accountability much of the legislative activity related to education in the 1990s
focused on raising academic standards and holding schools accountable for student performance. this section
describes four components of these efforts:
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